Dr. Birx Admits She Knew the Dangerous mRNA
Vaccines Would Not Work – Half of the People
Who Died Were Vaccinated
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Former White House COVID response coordinator Dr. Deborah said that she “knew” that
COVID-19 vaccines “were not going to protect against infection” yet she pushed them
anyway. She said, “But let’s be very clear: 50% of the people who died from the Omicron
surge were older, vaccinated.” Birx, along with Dr Fauci, are responsible for pushing
completely fraudulent models to persuade President Trump to shut down the economy. Dr.
Fauci and Dr. Birx pushed a garbage model from the Imperial College that predicted that
2.2 million Americans would die from COVID on the White House and the American public
and destroyed the US economy.

Link for video:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/5ITXf2JGAXr3/

Former White House COVID response coordinator Dr. Deborah Birx told Neil Cavuto on
Friday that she “knew” that COVID-19 vaccines “were not going to protect against
infection” yet she pushed them anyway.
Via FOX News:
Dr. Deborah Birx: “I knew these vaccines were not going to protect against infection.
And I think we overplayed the vaccines, and it made people then worry that it’s not
going to protect against severe disease and hospitalization. It will. But let’s be very
clear: 50% of the people who died from the Omicron surge were older, vaccinated. So
that’s why I’m saying even if you’re vaccinated and boosted, if you’re unvaccinated
right now, the key is testing and Paxlovid. It’s effective. It’s a great antiviral. And
really, that is what’s going to save your lives right now if you’re over 70, which if
you look at the hospitalizations, hospitalizations are rising steadily with new
admissions, particularly in those over 70.”
This comes after Birx admitted that she knowingly lied to the President of the United
States into locking down the US economy and forcing millions of Americans to lose their
jobs.
Read full article here…

